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1)
AIJALYSIS.
The French theatre had its origin in the Church in the
12th century. The only opportunity for esthetic emotions
afforded the Frenchman of the Middle Ages wis the pomp and
ceremony of the Church. Grradually interpolations, to satisfy
the public demand, were made, and the liturgical drama thus
developed from the "office du jour". As time went on the
action became more developed, and the mise en scene more
elaborate. The best knop/n liturgical drama was "Les Pro-
phetes du Christ", adapted from an apocryphal sermon of Saint
Augustine. At first the text of the drama varied but slightly
from that of the sermon. Later the prophets became more
numerous, and comic characters were introduced, such as the
devils and Balaam and his ass, as a concession to the popular
fondness for the grotesque.
The next step in the progress of the theatre was the
"lylystere d' Adam", a drama about \dam, Eve, Cain, Abel etc., in
which the characters were remarkably well depicted. The theatre
became increasingly profane, a natural consequence of the
vulgarity of the people. The use of Latin waned, and the vulgar
language was employed in all plays, save the liturgical drama.
The ingenious art exhibited in the mechanical effects on
the stage of the Middle Ages was truly remarkable.
The "Jeu de Saint Nicolas", by Jean Bodel, evidenced the
pronounced profane character of the theatre. It was one of the
first plays to be performed outside the church, hence its
vulgarity. The plot was an amusing one based on an old legend.

* Analysis - 2.
Tne thirteenth century gave to the world the first dramatic
societies. These were the puys, which, throughout northern
France, were organizations of the bourgeois, at first for
political, purposes, later for the promotion of poetry and music.
The Puys "oresented both religious and profane drama, the miracle
being their chief medium of dramatic expression. Rutebeuf 's
"Miracle de Theophile", meagre in thought and action, was the
first of many composed to the honor and glory of the Virgin.
"Les Quarante Miracles", although celebrated, were of even less
value. In the profane genre, idam de la Halle's "Jeu de la
Feuillee" and "Jeu de Robin et de Marion", although crude,
were extremely valuable and daring contributions.
The Jongleurs, the link connecting the ancient players and
those of the Middle Ages, were of four classes; the danseurs,
the satiriques, the chanteurs and the chanteurs de geste. Of
these, only the satiriques had anything of the comedian in him.
Their repertory has almost entirely disappeared. Their most
notable work was the "Dit de I'Erberie", hardly of the
dramatic genre, for it lacked an essential element - action.
The F€te des Fous was the origin of both sottie and "ser-
mon joyeux", but not of the farce or the rest of the comic
theatre.
The fifteenth century was the golden era for the theatre
of the Middle iges, from the point of view of actors and
audience. Then it was that the societies were developed to
their highest state. The leading society was the Confre'^rie de
la Passion of Paris. At first it met with great opposition,
but in 1402, was officially recognized and granted unusual
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Analysis - 3,
privileges. The Confrerie possessed the first permanent
theatre in France, located in the Hotel de la Trinite.
Mysteries a development of the mystere mime and the miracle,
constituted their repertory. Ill the mysteries save two were
based on Christian subjects. The most common source was "Les
Prophetes du Christ". The spirit of the mysteries was profane.
The actors, drawn from all walks of life, were exceedingly
enthusiastic over their parts. Preparation for performances
entailed real hardships, but the "montres" and the performances
which followed were ample reward for them. In the middle of
the 15th century, perceiving that the people were tiring of
the mysteries, but anxious to retain their privileges, in-
vited the Basochiens and the Jinfants-sans-Souci to share with
them the Hotel de la Trinite. Prom that time on, the per-
formances were alternately serious and comic. Upon the
announcement, in 1541, of the coming performance of the "Actes
des Apotres", the Confreres were confronted with two obstacles.
The crudity, coarseness and immorality of the mysteries had
aroused the antagonism of a people strohgly influenced by the
Reform and the Renaissance. The Confrerie was nevertheless
premitted to continue playing mysteries under certain conditions.
In 1548, as a result of the two great movements of the 16th
century, the right to play sacred mysteries was taken from
the Confrerie de la Passion. They were still allowed to put
on profane mysteries, but the elimination of the religious play
from their repertory was to deal it a death blow. In its two
hundred years of existence, the Confrerie contributed nothing
to the cause of the French theatre.
,
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) Analysis - 4,
Temporary associations, organized like an industrial
enterprise played an important role in the theatre of the Middle
Ages. Their performances we ^e the raost brilliant of the period,
and it is they who are responsible for the first appearance of
women on the stage.
The comic theatre has enjoyed an uninternipted tradition in
France, as in the serious genre, societies were chiefly re-
sponsible for the performances of the Middle Iges.
The Basochiens, clerks of the Parlement of Paris, were the
leading socie'^te joyeuses. Their repertory consisted of farces,
moralities, and, by agreement with the Enfants-sans-Souci
,
sotties. -fter constant interruptions, the Basochiens came
into their own in the reign of Louis XII. They were permitted
to play the most daring of plays, the political satire, and
were even allowed to poke fun at the King's own eccentricities.
With the accession to the throne of the pleasure-loving Francis
I, they were to lose their liberty, and after a veiled allusion
to the iling's clandestine love affairs, they were restrained
by rigorous obligations and conditions. The Basoche ceased to
be of any dramatic importance after the middle of the 16th
century.
The Snfants-sans-Souci , before their amicable arrangement
with the Basochiens, to whom they were probably subordinate,
possessed a repertory of sotties.
—
parodies on society in general.
rVith the Basochiens they accepted the invitation of the Con-
frerie de la Passion to share the Hotel de la Trinite'. The
three leading Sots, Marot, (Jringore and Jean du Pont-Alais,
were the outstanding figures in the theatre of the Middle Ages.

Analysis 5.
Mortally wounded by the Renaissance and Reform like the Confrerie
de la Passion, they succumbed - as far as the theatre was concerned
about the middle of the 16th century.
In the provinces, the leading: societe joyeuse was the Mere-
Folle of Dijon, a direct descendant of the Fete des Fous, Liie
the Basoche, it had a strong organization, and Mere-Folle, the
chief, was possessed of almost unlimited powers over his subjects.
The Mere-Folle pretended to wish to correct bad morals, by exposing
to merciless public ridicule the characteristics of those attacked.
Had the Mere-Folle not indulged in political affairs, all would
have gone well with it. Even so, it maintained its existence until
1630, when , after an over-bold attack upon a system of taxation,
Louis ordered it to die.
The morality, similar to the comic theatre in form, to the
serious theatre in aim, was a valuable product of the Middle Ages,
The farce with its coarseness and filth, and its slender
stock subjects, was a favorite genre of the Middle Ages, The
shining exception in a mediocre field was the farce of "Maistre
Patelin", doubtless a product of the Basoche,
The colleges were an important factor in the theatre of the
Middle Ages, Its comedy was a reflection of the comedy of the
outside world. It was in a college that the first French comedy
and the first tragedy in the style of the Renaissance v/ere
played; Jodelle's Cleop^tre and Grevin's "Les Ebahis" and "La
Tresori^re",
As in the case of the serious societies, the societes
joyeuses did nothing for the improvement of the dramatic art, ex-
cept to produce a few plays of note, especially "Maistre Patelin",
A
Analysis - 6,
The probable origin of the professional comedian in France
was three-fold : the jongleurs, the "joueurs de personnage" and
the farceurs de metier". All lived a hazardous life, and besides
had to be ready to play any kind of role in any genre. In
addition to the three groups just mentioned, other possible
comedians in the making were the bands of amateurs, who, for pure
love of the dramatic art, went from city to city, livinp: on
voluntary contributions by echevins or audience, Italian comedians
came into prominence during the reign of Francis I.
The middle of the 16th century saw the virtual end of the
French theatre of the Middle Ages, There were several reasons for
its decline. The first was its lack of art. For art, it tried
to substitute realism, but in vain. The second was the improved
taste of the audience, and, in fact, a great change in the class
composing the audience. Within the brief space of four years,
came the fall of the Confrerie de la Pasoion with its mysteries,
Joachim du Bellay's appeal to the younger poets to look to pagan
culture for their inspiration, the first French comedy, and the
first classical tragedy in French.
J, t.'
3 J
THii FRENCH THii-VTRE
OP
THE MIDDLij) AGES,
The Prsnch theatre had its origin in the Church in or about
the twelfth centruy. As a matter of fact, traces can be found
of the origin of the theatre as early as the ninth century, but
up to the 12th century, the theatre had not entirely broken away
from the Church,
It may, perhaps, seem surprising at first that the theatre,
as we know it, should have originated in the Church, but consider-
ation of the conditions existing in the Middle Ages will easily
explain this seeming anomaly. In the life of the Frenchman of
this period there was nothing inspiring, little interesting, aside
from wars, and but one opportunity for the esthetic emotions. This
opportunity was afforded by the Church, The pomp and ceremony of
the church service were a joy to him, and his only wish was that
the service might be longer. The mass itself was already, in form
a drama with its singing alternating with recitation and with its
dialogues between the officiating priest and the assistants. The
basis of the mass was also dramatic in that the mass was the
symbolic commemoration of the sacrifice which founded the Christian
dogma. The immediate source of the drama, however, was not the
mass but the "office du jour". The "office du jour" consisted of
prayers or recitations dealing with the divine act, or with saints
or martyrs whose memory the "office du jour" consecrated. At first
it was the priest who conducted the entire service, but as time
I
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went on, the roles were distributed to the deacon and sub-deacon.
To lengthen the service which seemed wholly inadequate, interpola-
tions were made. These interpolations or tropes, as they were
called, consisted at first of only a few words. The first known
interpolation dates from the latter part of the ninth century.
Interpolations were very frequent in Church festivals, especially
those connected with Christmas. Af first this kind of trope was
merely an alternating chorus. Half the chorus asked the questions
and the other half responded. Thus before the introit they
would sing, "Quem quaeritis in praesepe, pastores, dicite?"
(Shepherds, whom seek ye in the stable?) The reply would be,
"Salvatorem, Christum, Dominum". ("the Savior, the Christ, the
Lord").
The liturgical drama developed from the "office du jour" by
these constant interpolations. As time went on, the raise en
scene became more elaborate, the actors more numerous and the action
more developed. In the scene representing the Nativity, a manger
was placed behind the altar with the image of the Virgin; children
were placed in various parts of the church to represent angels,
one of them to announce the IJativity; shepherds in tunic and amice
crossed the choir and an angel said a verse to them. Other child-
ren who were representing angels sang the "Gloria". The shepherds
advanced singing "Pax in Terris". Then all united in singing
"Halleluia", after which the "office du jour" was begun.
The best known of the fifty or more liturgical dramas extant,
is "Les Prophetes du Christ". Its source is an apocryphal sermon
of Saint Augustine based on the idea that the Old Testament is a
preparation of the New. This famous sermon was first recited.
(1
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then played after matins. To prove his point, the author of the
sermon invoked in turn a number of prophetic witnesses. At first
the dialogue was recited by one speaker who was charged with all
the roles. This was the first step in the transition from sermon
to liturgical drama. The next step was to distribute the parts to
different actors, r^ven before this, the one reciting had spoken
in different tones for the various roles.
^iJe find in the sermon the following: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel
Moses, David, Habakkuk, Simeon, Zachariah, Elizabeth and Johh the
Baptist. liach in turn was bidden to speak. The lesson contained
such a good foundation for a play that from it a liturgical drama
soon arose. The manuscript of Saint Martial de Limoges followed
the sermon very closely, but converted it all into a dramatic
dialogue. Two other changes of some importance were made. First,
the prose in the sermon became metrical throughout in the liturgical
drama. In the sermon we find:
Mo s e s
"Prophetam vobis suscitabit Deus de fratribus vestris,
omnis anima que non audierit prophetam ilium exterminabitur 6e
populo suo".
In the liturgical drama:
Moses
Dabit Deus vobis vatem,
Huic, ut raihi, aurera date;
Qui non audit hunc audientera floquentem)
Sxpelletur sua gente.
Jeremiah (in the sermon)
"Hie est Deus noster et non estimabitur alius absque
illo".
Jeremiah fin the liturgical dr^ima)
Sic est: hie est Deus Noster,
Sine quo non erit alter.
Daniel (in the sermon)
"Cum venerit Sanctus sanctorum, cessabit unctio".

Daniel (in the liturgical drama)
Sanctus sanctorum veniet
Et unctio deficiet.
The second change was in the order and nur.iher: Israel, Moses,
Daniel, Habakkuk, David, Simeon, Elizabeth, John the Saptist, Virgil,
Nebuchadnezzar and the Sybil. At Rouen there were twenty-seven
personages instead of twelve, chief of whom ms Balaam, Balaam was
considered by the church goers as un important addition, for he 'vvas
mounted on an ass. Doubtless Balaam and his ass were added as a
concession to the popular fondness for the grotesque and the
boisterous. In the Rouen version, action was added, ITebuchadnezzar *
s
soldiers threw three young Hebrews into the blazing furnace, from
v^ich they came out unharmed, llebuchadnezzar , overwhelined by this
miracle, then gave liis testimony for Christ, As this pla.y gradually
grew to unwieldy proportions, it vras cut into smaller dramas, each
having as its centre and hero, one of the prophets. The devils,
probably drarm from the same source as Balaam, were shortly after-
wards added to the list of characters. They first made their appear-
ance in "Les Vierges Sages et les Vierges Polles", They were an i ipoa?-
tant addition for they diverted, somewhat, the course the theatre of
the Middle Ages was to take. Soon the devils began to appear on che
stage in grotesque costume, arousing terror and provoking amusement
among the spectators. They acted as interludes to mark off the
various episodes of the main play and relieve the tedious relipious
rites. With the coming of the devils, Hell naturally appeared, and
the clashing of kettles in Hell was heard amid the songs of the
angelic choir in Paradise,
The production of the "Llystere d'Adam" marked a forward step
-I II
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in the progress of the theatre. The characters become more like
the Frenchman of the Middle A.ge. Adam is upright in principle,
but very inconsistent and far from heroic. V/hen tempted by Satan,
he is easily able to discern right from wrong, but he succumbs
almost immediately, without mental or moral struggle, to the charms
of Eve. After his fall, he reproaches his seducer, but lays no
blame upon himself. It is here that Adam seems weakest. Eve is a
much more attractive character. Not by nature evil, she craves
pleasure, and gladly endangers her soul for a taste of the for-
bidden fruit. Satan's temptation is delightfully put, and it is
little wonder Eve rushed so readily into sin.
"Tu es fieblette et tendre chose,
E es plus fresche que n'est rose;
Tu es plus blanche que cristal
Que neif que chiet soi glace en val;
Mai cuple en fist li cuator:
Tu es trop tendre et il trop dur;"
Eve does not exhibit Adam's pettiness of spirit in facing her fate.
Refusing to pity herself, she has compassion for Adam and the future
generations. But she still has hope and she believes that in some
distant day there will be redemption for them. Satan is a partic-
ularly strong character. He varies his arguments in order to find
the weak spot in the armor of both Adam and Eve, and, finding it,
breaks down their resistance. The characterization in the second
act is no less strong. The author contrasts very forcibly Cain
and Abel. Cain, expecially, is remarkably well depicted, as he
early reveals himself, cruel, coarse, and selfish. There is a vigor
in the simplicity and directness of the style of the "Mystere d'
Adam", that is rarely found in other performances of the 12th century,

or even those of the 13th, 14th and 15th centuries. This poet at
least has known how to avoid prolixity, the chief fault of nearly
all the dramatic writers of the Middle Ages. He has handled the
temptation with true delicacy.
.'Another phase of the theatre of the Middle Ages which is rather
significant is the zeal showed for the"mise en scene" and the
playing of the actors. Various evidences of this have come down
to us in the form of sta^e directions on manuscripts etcetera.
The following directions have to do with the "Mystere d' Adam".
"Let Paradise be established in an elevated place.
Let there be arranged around it draperies and tap-
estries of silk at such a heigrht as to allow the
head and shoulders of the persons who will be in
paradise appear. Fragrant flowers and foliage will
be seen there. Livers trees will be found there
from which hand fruits, so that the place may appear
very pleasant. Then when the Savior arrives, dressed
in a tunic, before Him Adam and live will place them-
selves; Adam in a red tunic, i^ive in white and with
a white silk veil; both will be standing before the
Figure (God), Adam the nearer, his face in repose,
iilve a little farther back. Let Adam be well in-
structed to answer, in order that he bo niether
too prompt nor too slow in doin^it. Let not only
him, but all the persons be taus-ht to speak sedately,
and to make the proper gestures for the things they
say; that they may neither add nor cut out a single
syllable in the measure of the verses, but that all
pronounce distinctly, and that all that is to be
said, be said in the proper order."
As the drama developed, it gradually detstched itself from
the "office du jour", and became more and more profane. This was to
be expected, as the people of the Middle Ages were, on the whole,
coarse and vulgar. As the influence of the Church on the theatre
lessened, the use of Latin as the language of the stage tended to
disappear, and it v/as not lone: before the vulgar language was the
only medium of speech on the secular stage. Latin continued to be
rc
r f
c
employed in the liturgicvil drama, which existed throughout the
Middle Ages, but with that we need no longer occupy ourselves.
It may be well to point out here the great difference be-
tween the stage of the Middle A.ges and the stage of today. In the
earlier theatre, the action instead of being successive was
simultaneous. The stage, as a rule, about 100 feet by 150, was
an image of the world, and showed all parts where there was action
in the play. The localities consisted of several light structures
(mansions) open to the view of the spectators. In these structures,
the actors were obliged to stay throughout the play and spoke when
their turn came. The stage on account of its great size might
contain as many as thirty "mansions". At either end of the stage
were Heaven and Hell. In one manuscript of a later date, there
were nine places in juxtaposition: Paradise, a hall, Nazareth,
the Temple, Paradise, the house of the Bishops, the Golden Gate,
the sea. Hell. In the "Nativit^", played at Rouen, there were
twenty-two different places between Paradise and Hell. Heaven was
usually a platform upon which God and the saints in pontifical
costume appeared, amid flowers and silken draperies. Hell was a
huge dragon's head, with a mouth which opened and closed by means
of a mechanism. The mouth gave passage to the devils. Truly re-
markable was the ingenious art exhibited in the mechanical effects.
Everything was foreseen, even the sudden lights by which the heads
of the angels were to be illuminated when they appeared. In "La
Chronique du Mystere de Valenciennes", 1545, (Bibliotheque
Nationale), we find this interesting account:
"Les secrets de Paradis et de I'Jinfer etoient
tout a fait prodigieux et capables d'etre pris
par la populace pour des enchant ements, car
1 rn
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l*on voyoit la Verite, les Anges, et divers
autres personnae:es descendre de "bien haut
tantSt visibleraent, iutrefois comrne invisibles,
puis puroitre tout h coup* De I'Enfer, Lucifer
s'elevoit sans qu'on vit comment porte par un
Pragon. La baguette de Moise, de seche et de
sterile jettoit tout a coup des fleurs et des
fruits. Les ames de Herodes et de Judas ^toient
emportees en I'air par les Liables: les Di-ibles
chasse's des corps, les hydropiques et autres raalades
gue'ris, le tout d'une facon admirable.
"Icy Jesus-Christ estoit esleve" du Dyable, qui
rampoit le long d'une auraille plus de quarante
pieds de haut; la, il se rendoit invisible; ailleurs,
il se transfiguroit surla montagne du Thabor.
^"On vit I'eau changee en vin, maus si
mysterieusement qu'on ne le pouvoit croire; et plus
de cent personnes de I'auditoire voulurent gouter
de ce vin, Les cinq pains et les deux poissons y
furent semblablement multiplies et distribues a
plus de mille personnes, nonobstant quoy il y en eut
douze corbeilles de reste. Le figuier maudit par
notre Seigneur fut seche, et les feuilles fle'tries
en un instant,
"L'eclipse, le terre-tremble , le brisenent
des pierres et les autres miracles ^advenus a la mort
de notre Seigneur furent repre'sentes avec des
nouveaux miracles, "
The increasingly profane character of the dramatic genre
was evidenced in the "Jeu de Saint Nicolas" by Jean Bodel, which
was played in A.rras, in the last third of the 12th century. In-
stead of being presented within the church, the "Jeu de Saint
Nicolas" was given in the public squares of the city. Perhaps as
a consequence of its removal from the church, perhaps as a reason
for it, vulgarities cropped out in the play which would never have
been countenanced in the church. The plot is based on an old
legend by Hilaire, but is treated so differently as to be hardly
fecogiiized in its newer form. The scene is laid in pagan land.
The Christian army has just been defeated in battle and one man
alone survives who is showed praying to Saint Nicolas, The king of
1 n
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of the pagans is amazed and desires to see more of the power of this
saint. He is credulous, and publishes "broadcast the fact that hence-
forth his treasures will not be locked up. Three thieves v.lth pic-
turesque names, Pincedes, Cliquet and Rasoir, steul his treasures;
the king decides to take vengeance on the Christian, sjid. orders his
head cut off. The saint appears in the nick of time, forces the
thieves to restore the treasure. The king is converted. The verve,
gayety and color of the drinkers' conversation, of dice games and of
the tavern keepers are indescribable.
The "Jeu de Saint Nicolas" brought to a close the period of
invention for the theatre of the lliddle Ages, There is little reason
to doubt that the comic theatre of the Middle Ages in prance owes
nothing to antiquity. It seems equally certain that there was no
theatre during the Carolingian or Merovingian dynasties, With the
dramatic tradition interrupted, the comedy of the Middle Ages ms
created spontaneously, A few adaptations of Plautus and Terence
were played in the monasteries in Latin, but the first comedy in
Latin played before a public audience was presented early in the
16th century at Metz, The spectators, not understanding the
Ismguage, thought that they were being ridiculed, and threatened
to beat the actors.
There v/as, however, one link connecting the ancient players
with the players of the Middle Ages. This link was the jongleurs.
It is very questionable v;hether the jongleurs can be seriously con-
sidered in connection v/ith the grov/th and development of the prench
theatre, but as some, at least, of the jongleurs did probably play
crude farces, it m.ay be v/ell to devote a little time to a consider-
ation of their merits. The jongleurs were the direct descendants of
the histriones of Rome, Bearers of numerous names, they came down
1ft
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through a dozen centuries without materially altering their habits.
As long as they were in existence they were the ohjects of attacks
"bjr ro3ralty and clergy, but for a long time they VYere so popular
with the coimnon people that_ they found protection at the hands of
their very enemies.
Were the jongleurs simply cIo^tis, or did they in their reper-
tory present something, in part, at least, dramatic? All the jong-
leurs v/ere by no means mere clowns or acrobats. They might be
divided into three categories: first, "les danseurs", who in the
nude, danced and made indecent gestures; second, "les satiriques",
who went from chateau to chateau, delivering attacks and heaping
up insults on men of hig}i re.nk (nobles ^nd clergy); third, "les
chanteurs", who sang coarse songs, accompanying themselves on in-
struments, in low taverns to licentious a.udiences; and fourth,
"les chanteurs de gestes", the most respectable, who sang of the
deeds of princes and lives of saints. Of these, only the "satirique
had an;/thing of the comedian in him.
The jongleurs had no regular theatre, but it is fairly cer-
tain that they played crude farces, v;hich v/ere mostly pantomime.
In these farces the chief aim of the jongleur WdS probably to
cause laughter by appealing to the lower senses of the audience.
There is little trace of their theatre, because their farces were
doubtless largely improvised and rarely vvxitten. Their repertory'-
was principally made up of dits (tales), debates, disputes, and
jeux-partis (dialogues regular in metre, in which tvro poets an-
swered and contradicted each other). The best known work in their
repertorj^ was the "Dit de I'Erberie", composed about 1260 the
same Rutebeuf wlio iTrote "Le Miracle de Theophile". It ci3.n hardly
be said to belong to the dramatic genre, for it lacks one essential
element - action. In fact, v;hen it was written it is doubtful
II
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whether Ruteheuf ever intended it to "be played. At "best it is
hut a clever imitation of the humhug speeches of a charlatan.
It i£ written in lyric form, and closes with an epilogue in prose.
This fact v/ould rather go to prove its lack of dramatic qualities;
prose \vas unknown on the Prench stage up to the latter part of the
16th century. The debates, disputes and jeux-partis are equally
devoid of action, and, being mainly written in lyric verse, would
in the long run have been very tiresome to the audience. Before
the end of the 14th century the jongleurs had given up all claim
to a theatre and had reverted to mere acrobatics.
The Dramatic Societies,
The 13th century, while offering little in the way of dram-
atic production, was nevertheless notable for the reason that it
gave to us the first dramatic societies, those societies which
were to be so prominent in the Prench theatre until late in the
16th century.
It was in the 13th century that the Puys cane into existence.
The Puys have often been called the Academy of the Middle Ages,
Their formation was the ultimate result of a great conmiunal
movement v/nich started about the end of the eleventh century, and
finished tv/o centuries later. This revolution was an organization
of the long oppressed bourgeois for political o-.nd municipal liberty.
The bourgeois united to lighten their burdens, and to limit their
own duties and the rights of the nobility. This revolution had
far-reaching effects. Instead of contenting themselves with
political associations, the bourgeois decided to do everything in
the same vray, and, before long, not only were corporations formed
to control exclusively commerce and industry, but societies v;ere
created for the cultivation of poetry and music. These societies
r
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soon iDecame of great importance throughout the north and north-
v/est of Prance. The leading Vviys were at AlDheville, Amiens, Arras,
Beauvais, Bethune, Caen, Camhrai
,
Dieppe, Douai
,
Evereux, Lille,
Rousen and Valenciennes. Poets read their poems, mostly religious,
"before the "prince" of the Puy and the judges who v/ere seated on the
puy, or platform.
In the beginning the Church had "been the only possessor of a
theatre. This was inevitable since the dramatic genre recmired a
complicated equipment which the Church alone possessed. in the 13th
century, v/ith the institution of the Pu^/s, the development of the
profane theatre and the secularizing of the religious plays, this
condition ceased to exist.
The Puys presented both religious and profane drama, Wlien
miracles were played, they were regularly accompanied by short
sermons in prose, usually delivered by an actor, but sometimes by
a real preacher. They w^re always followed by a genre, called the
"serventois"
,
peculiar to the Puy, Although original with the Puy,
v/here they were offered in competition for prices, the "serventois"
were later added to the repertory of other actors. The "serventois"
were short satirical or religious plays v/ith regular couplets.
The only my.nuscript in the genre of religious dramatic poet-
ry that iias come dovm to us is Rutebeuf's "Le Miracle de Theophile",
"Le Kiracle de The'ophile" was the first of man:;" miracle plays
written to the honor and glor3'- of the Virgin, The adoration of the
Virgin in the Middle Ages is v/ell knovm. As a consequence of the
glorification of the Virgin, a number of pious or serious confreries
were established in her honor. Some of the best of these con-
freries v/ere the Puys, It is not at all unlikely that a Puy first
presented "Le Lliracle de Theophile". V/hile we know of only this
miracle play in the 13th century, there is no reason to doubt that
ff
several others at least were in existence at the tirne. The miracle
plays formed a genre \idiich is quite different from those we have
previously mentioned. As the Church Vias "been forse.ken, we naturally
find the miracle play less serious, less religious, than the old
liturgical drama, but more serious than the "Jeu de s^-int Nicolas"
and the Tir^'^steries of the later centuries,
"Le Miracle de Theophile" was based on a widely knovm Cilician
legend, in v/iiich a certain priest, named Theophilus, to regain his
lost position, appealed to the devil and finally made a pact 7/ith
him, selling his soul for a return to pov/er, A short time later,
penitent, he called upon the Virgin to save him. The latter,
interceding with Christ, obtained his pa.rdon, Theophilus then
publicly confessed his sin. Cleansed of this iniquity, he died
a few days later. In Rutebeuf 's play, the despair of Theophile
when he realizes he has betrayed his God, is touching, "Les Quarante
J^iracles"
,
played in a Puy in the 14th century, are of less value
as is "Le Miracle de Theophile", They consist of nothing but dis-
tinct scenes with no connection betv/een them, No effort has been
made to make the characters true to life. In addition, they first
lacked what the "Hiracle de Theophile" possessed,- in part at
least, - real poetry. Their only value lies in the fact that they
shOY/ us the condition of moral disorder in v/hich the France of the
Middle Ages found itself. The coarseness and gross immorality
fou-nd in the miracle plays (the last place in the world one would
expect to find them) are appalling. The Virgin is called upon to
sa;ve from. Hell sinners v;ho have committed unspeakable sins, upon
a mere v/ord of repentance.
The chief offering of the Puys in the profane theatre was the
"Jeu de la Feuillee" by Adam de la Halle, "a trouvere". It v/as com-

posed early in the second half of the 13th century, and y/as present-
ed at Arra,s , "but it is extremely doiilotful \7hether it was f^iven
publicly, since it v.e-s filled v/ith "bitter and aggressive person-
alities. The characters were Adam de la H--lle himself, his father,
five bourgeois under their o\m names, a. physician, an errant monk,
a fool, a tavern keeper and three fairies. In one part Adara asks
his father for money to defray his expenses to Paris, T-'ie father
replies t:iat the son vri.ll get along v/ithout the money, and adds zli^t
he himself is poor, old and sick. Adam then tells his father that
the sickness is avarice, and that there are tivo thousand like him in
Arras, whereupon he nam.es a dozen or /lore of them. Thus the play
continues vvith direct, unconcealed attacks on the v/eaknesses of prom-
inent men of Arras. The play is highly dramatic.
The ".Jeu de Hohin et de Ilarion", also by Adam de la Halle, has
"been called the first I'rench comic opera. It v;as first performed
before Charles d'A:ijou. Although in places it ifc- very c-iar.iing and
clever, in the m...in it is characteristic of the Iliddle A;:es, very
cOo.rss. riarion, faitliful to Robert, repulsss t]-ie advances of the
knight who has defeated her husband. This imain theme is perhaps less
important than the description of village life v/hich- is portrayed
throughout. \7e find ourselves in t:ie midst of t]i2 joyous companions
of Robert and "larion indul--ing in t?Lsir humble food ctiid coarse jests,
T]".ere is no doubt that these two contributions of Adam de la Halle
a,re v/orthy of note, V^tile t'lere are crudities, especially in "Le
Jeu de la Peuillee" -.Thich preceded "Le Jeu de Robi:i et de 'b.rion"
hzr tv/enty years, ^nd coE.rse:aess and lice:it lousness , wliich is in-
evitable, there is on the other hand a good ded of re.-.l poetry,
vigor and tenderness, ]?!j.rthermore v/e ret a true picture of a commiune
in Picardy, its huraan nature with all its foibles ..nd its strong
<c
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points
,
Llany attempts have been mt^de to prove that the origin of the
comic theatre, as •:;ell as of the serious theatre, v/as to he found
in tjie Church, T^^e liturgy by fallin- into the hands of the la^r-.ien
had hecorrie the miracle play, and later the nystere. On t/ie other hanc^
by thrusting froii its midst the ]?ete des Pou£,.did not the Church
lajr the foundation for the farce? But this h3\po tjietiis
,
says Petit
de Julleville, .nust he disirhssed. The farce is a picture of tri-
vial scei^.es of every <l.-:y life, a T)icture v/hose features are enlarged
even to t'le extent of c:^.ricature , out V;hose ini:ention is al;/^ys to
copj'^ re^lit^;- by exaggerating- it, in order to render it r;iore obvious.
There was nothing of this in the P^te des Pous, Even less sinil^rity
exists bet/zeen the Pete des Pous and the morality, Th^e inorality
aimed to instruct; at the s=,ne time it pleased, and thus embodied
the characteristics of the comic tjieatre, in its form, and the ser-
ious theatre, in its aim. The Pete des Pous had no such u.im,
\71iy then discuss the PSte des Pous? Because the Pete des Pous
did rive rise to t]ie sot ti e. The principle of the former v^ras "go
parod;,^ the ecclesiastic hierarchy, to turn the world topsy- turv;>-,
to put down the great men and to raise men of lesser imiportu.nce
,
At the end of the P8te des Pous it was the custom to sing over the
"Deposuit potentes de sede et exaltavii: humiles". This same idea
of parody c^nd of upsetting the established liierarchy was found
in the sot tie, a peculiarly Prench genre of the comedy. Both were
essentially masquerades. The sot tie was played by sots. Sot
meant fou (fool). V/hether under the name of 'sot' or 'fou', he
symbolized man in general and the great man in particular, possessed
of stupidity and vices which, they argue, are at the bottom, of all
instincts. In turn, the 'sot' represented Icing, judge, pope, bishop,
-I
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priest, nolDle, merchant, but in a.11, his quu,lities as sot are
easily recognizalDle, The Fete des Pous gave "birth to still
another coznic genre of less importance - the serraon j oyeux. The
sermon j oyeux was a "burlesque on the reul sernon, its text, its
Latin quotations and its magisterial conclusions, }Iad the idea of
this parody first been presented on the stap-:e, it v7ould have lost
its point. The first "serraon j oyeux" ms delivered in a real church,
in a real pulpit, as a form of pleasantry by a group of fun-loving
sacristans. In their ridicule of the churclmen, they often gave
them such names as Hypocrisie, Peintise and Paux-Semblant
.
Without mention of "L'Histoire de Griselidis", a discussion of
the dramatic v/orks of the I4th century would be incomplete. This
delightful play, despite its misleading name, v/as a real m;>''stery,
although it was probabl3'" modeled after the 14 th century miracle
play.
Prom the point of view of enthusiasm of actors und audience,
the 15th century vTas the golden era of the middle ages. The peace
which followed the 100 Years' V/ar (ended in 1453), preceded the
religious wars, was of the greatest advantage to the cause of the
theatre. Perfidious and shrewd Louis XI had arrogated to himself
virtually absolute powers, and with these powers he granted protec-
tion to the long oppressed bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie v/ith less
to wrry about and much wealthier th^^n ever before gave themselves
over to their passion for the theatre. Throughout France rude
stages were erected for all sorts of serious diid comic performances.
For such a public, vulgar and coarse as it ;vas, the most popular
ainusement for the mind was the theatre. It was in this century
that were developed to their highest state the various societies
Confreries de la Passion, Les 3asochiens, Enfants-sans-Souci(etcet,
)
r
founded in the 14th century,
Pirst and perliaps forenost among the associations formed for
dramatic purposes were the societes serieuses or societes pieuses.
Most of these were called Confreries de la Passion, and replaced
the Puys all over northern France, The repertory of the Confreries
consisted of miracle plays, mysteries, v/hich gradually took the
place of the miracle, and lives of saints, which the confreries
presented in honor of a certain patron saint, thinking therelDy to
gain his favor and protection. In their zeal, they sought out
poets, ordered, paid for and presented their plays. The Confrerie
des Cordonniers, for example, in 1443 and 1449, presented a mo''stery
of the lives of Saint Crespin and Saint Crespinien, their patrons,
and the Confrerie des macons et charpentiers de Paris ordered from
the celebrated Gringore a long "vie de Monseigneur Saint Loys, roy
de Prance", to he played before the king.
By far the mos:: famous of the confreries was the Confrerie de
la Passion of Paris, Por a number of years this association like
the others had obstacles to overcome in the shape of civil authori-
ties. As early as June 3, 1398, an ordinance of the provost of
Paris forbade a Paris association playing on the village of Saint-
Maur-les-Posses, in the suburbs,
"ITous deffendons, de par le Roy, nostre Sire,
a tous les manuens et habitans en la ville de
Paris, de Saint-llor et autres villes de autour
Paris, que ilz ne facent ne se esbatent aucuns
jeux de personages par maniere de farces, de vies
de sains, ne autrement, sans le congie du dit
seigneur ou de nous, et sur peine de encourie en
indignacion du roy et de soi fourfaire envers luy,"
However in those days things were not as bad as they seemed.
By appealing to the king, they v/ere granted powers over the head
of the provost. As there v/as no centralized power or proper dis-
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delegation of authority, a society "by opposing one to another, could
easily obtain all it desired. Strange as it niay seem, the chief
opposition to the Confrerie de la Passion, v/hen it announced it
would play "Le lilystere de la Passion*', was on the grounds that it
was to be a permanent theatre. In 1402, King Charles VI officia-lly
recognized the Confrerie de la Passion and granted it such privileges
as were accorded no other society. The Confrerie thereby established
the first permanent theatre in France. The location granted for this
theatre was the Hotel de la Trinite^, Per a long tine, encouraged
by the approbation of the public, the Confrerie played mysteries
exclusively. About the raiddle of the 15th century, hov/ever, it
became apparent that the public v;as tiring of the mysteries, and the
Confreres, fearing to lose their privileges, invited the Basochiens
and Enfants-sans-Souci to share the Hotel de la Trinite' v/ith them,
thus alternating the serious with the comic. The Prince des Sots,
chief of the Enfants-sans-Souci was already in possession of the
right to perform all kinds of comic plays. Each organization
functioned independently of the other, and the only arrangement was
an amicable one to share the Hotel de la Trinite,
It was during the I4th century that the original phase of the
mystery came to light, the "mystere mime". These v/ere open air
exhibitions to celebrate the arrival in Paris of some royal person-
age. The regular mystQ-ry \ms a development of the miracle play
and the fl;>^stere mime" . The "mystere mime" or " j eu de mystere" was a
performance with pantomime and v/ithout dramatic dialogue, the sub-
jects of which were Christian, mythological or allegorical. The
source of the mystery which developed therefrom was almost alvrays
religious. Only tv/o are kno-ivn which vary from this generalization:
"Le Llystere du Siege d'Orleans", vvritten and presented not long after
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Joan of Arc's deliverance of that city, and the "Destruction de
Troye", which may never have loeen played. Profane inysteries
appeared only after the virtual downfall of the Confreres, Pro-
bably the most coinmon source of the mysteries of the loth and 15th
centuries was the liturgical drama "Les Prophetes du Christ", This .
one drama must have given rise to scores of m;>'-stery plays. Subjects
were found for the mysteries in religious history from the Creation
to the time of St, Louis, Most poets took a particular event in the
great field and founded their mystery upon it. Three long mysteries
of more general character than these were "Le L'lystere de la Passion"
by Arnoul G-re'ban, Virliich contained in 35,000 verses all the stories
of the Gospel; "Le Mystere du Vieil Testament", which in 50,000
verses reached from the time of the paradise on earth to Augustus;
and "Les I^steres des Actes des Apotres", by Arnoul Greban and his
brother, which in 60,000 verses explained the spread of the
Christian religion and the martyrdom of the first followers of Christ,
As one may readily conceive from the magnitude of the mysteries,
there was not the slightest trace of unity. Even the shortest
mysteries obeyed no lav/s of unity.
To a modern reader the spirit of the mysteries seems profane.
They were a reflection of the times in which the poets lived. As
a matter of fact, the mysteries were the product of a serious and
pious intention. Besides being given in honor of a patron saint,
they were often presented as a plea to God or as thanks for some
blessing.
Who v/ere the actors in the mystery plays? The actors ccune
from all walks of life; there were nobles, bourgeois, lav^-ers,
priests (especially in the productions of temporary associations)
and common people. Several months before the performance of a

mystere, a cry (a proclamation made throughout the countryside)
ms made to call for volunteer actors and to announce the play,
Por the larger plays this cry was necessary, since for certain
long mysteries like the "llystere des Actes des Apotres", five
hundred actors had to "be chosen to take the roles. The performance
itself lasted forty days. Volunteers were never lacking, and re-
hearsals were soon well under way. The actors were without exceptio
enthusiastic over their parts, sometimes too enthusiastic. It is
reported that in one passion play, the guard who 'was supposed to
tury his lance in the side of the crucified Christ, \ms so full
of ardor and rage, that he mortally wounded the poor actor on the
cross, v/ho fell and seriously injured the Holy Virgin viho ms
praying at the foot of the crucifix. "For the most part, actors had
to furnish their omi costumes, hut in exceptional cases, these were
given them by the rich, Ma-ny of the actors like amateur actors
of today, were exceedingly proud of their cost^ames. This story is
told of one actor who had the part of a devil in a m3''stery,
"Aucuns jouerent certains actes ou comedies
esquelles l*un d'entre le peiiple representa et
joua le personnage d*un diahle avec des habits
hideux et espouvantables; et quand les jeux
furent achevez, il s*en retourna en sa raaison".
Then he kept "son accoustrement de diable", at
least long enough so that his v/ife, "ayant en
imagination ce que la figure et 1 'habit, duquel
son mary estoit vetu, representoit , , , vint
a enfanter un enfant semblable a la figure du
diable,
"
All was not pleasant in those days in the life of an actor.
Rigorous obligations were imposed upon the players to prevent
them from being tardy at rehearsals, etc. In addition the leading
roles demanded an enormous amount of work and ardor. In certain
of the passion plays, Christ had to speak more than 4000 verses -
vfoat a test of memoryl - and besides, had to remain upon the cross
r
*
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as long as Christ did in reality. Of Cure Nicolle, v^o played
the r3le of Christ in Metz, it is said:
"II cuyda mourir en l*arbre de la croix,
car le coeur lui faillit, tenement qu'il fust
este' mort s'il ne fust este secouru, Et
convint qu*un autre prestre fust mis en son lieu
pour parffire le personnage de Dieu et estoit
celui prestre alors I'un des bourreaux et tyrans
dudit jeu . . .En icelui jeu y eut encote un
autre prestre qui s'appeloit seigneur Jehan de
Missey, lequel portoit le personage de Judas,
mais pour ce qu'il pendit trop longtemps, il
fut pareillement transi et quasi mort; car le
cueur lui faillit, par quoi il fut bien
hastivement dependu et fut emporte' en aucun
lieu prochain pour le frotter de vinaigre et
autre chose pour le reconforter" (Huguenin -
Chroniques de Lletz)
The actors however considered tlieir hardships and their work v;ell
rewarded v/hen the time came for their "montre". A day or two
before the regular performance of the nysteri'-, all the actors
from the highest to the lowest, assembled for a parade in full
costume. They might then well be proud of themselves as they
marched past crowds of admiring spectators, These^montres" were
often preceded by the mayor, echevins and city officials, drums,
fifes and trumpets. In the final perfomance the actors had all
the fire and ardor one could v/ish.
Up to the time of the Renaissance, no care had ever been
taken either to put local color into the performance or to see
that costumes were of the right period. The first trace of any
desire for fidelity to fact is found in the "Epitres Pamilieres
de Jean Bouchet" in 1535, but a very short time before the de-
cline of the mysteries. In writing to the confreres at Issoudun
\iiho were about to put on the Passion, he said,
"Je vous supply"- que tous voz personnages
Vous assignez a gens selon leurs aages
i •
Et que n*usez tant d'habitz empruntez
(Pussent-ils d'or) qu*ilz ne soient adjustez
Coinmodement aux gens selon leurs soolles.
II n'est pas beau que les docteurs d'escolles,
Pharisiens, et les gens de conseil
Ayent vestement a Pilate pareil."
As we have already said, the Confreres, v/hen face to face v/ith
an opposition to their mysteres had alvrays extricated themselves
from any difficulty by appealing to another source of authority.
But this statagem was no longer to avail them, prom about 1548,
the opposition to the performance of mysteries in general, and to
the Confrerie de la Passion in particular, ;vas united. This
change in sentiment had come out of the Refom Movement and the
Renaissance, which had caused the more intelligent to despise the
crudities, coarseness and irainorality of the theatre of the Middle
Ages, Nevertheless, in 1541, the Confreres had met v/ith great
success in their presentation of the Actes des Apotres, the per-
formance having lasted from. Easter to All Saint's Day. Thinking
to float along on this wave of success, they announced for the
following 3'ear Le L^ystere du Vieil Testament, Keen opposition was
forthcoming from the Parlement de Paris and the Procureur Genera,l,
The passa,ges Y/hich follow taken from, the Procureur General's
petition to the king, show to what extent the authorities had tired
of the coarseness and lasciviousness of the plays and of the
ignorance of the players.
"Tant les entrepreneurs que les joueurs sont
gens ignares, artisans mecaniques, ne sachant
ni A ni B, qui one que s ne furent instruictz
ni exercez en theatres et lieux publics a
faire telz actes, et davantage n'ont langue
diserte ni langage propre ni les accents de
prononciation decente, ni aulcune intelligence
de ce qu' ils dient; tenement que le plus
souvent advient que d'un mot ils en font
trois; font point ou pause au milieu d'une
proposition, sens ou oraison imparfaite; font
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d*un interrogatif un admirant, ou autre
geste, prola.tion ou accent contraires a ce
qu'ils dient, dont souvent advient derieion
et claraeur public que dedans le theatre nesme,
tenement qu'au lieu de tourner k edification
leur jeu tourne a scandale et derision."
Then follows a bitter arraignrrent of the
poor actors of the Actes des Apotres, "Ces gens
non lettrez ni entenduz en telles affaires,
de condition infarne, conrne un menuisier, un
sergent a verge, un tapissier, un vendeur
de poisson qui Oiit fait jouer les "Actes des
Ap6tres" et qui ajoutant, pour les allonger,
plusieurs choses apocrjrphes et entremettant
V la fin ou au commencement du jeu farces
lascives et momeries, ont fait durer leur
jeu I'espace de six a sept mois, d'ou sont
advenues et adviennent cessation de service
divin; refroidissement de charitez, et
d'aumones adulteres,et fornications infinies,
scandales, derisions et moqueries" These
last charges, if not an exaggeration, v7ould
certainly'" be sufficient reason to drive such
actors from the stage. "Tant que les diets
jeux ont dure' le commun peuple, des huit a
neuf heures du matin, es jours de festes,
delaissoit sa messe paroisiale, sermons et
vespres, pour i>-ller ^es ditz jeujc garder sa
place et,^y estre jusqu*a cinq heures du soir;
ont cesse les predica-tions, car n'eussent
eu les predicateurs qui les eussent escoutez,
Et retournant desditz jeux se mocquoient
hautement et public quement par les rues
desdictz jeux des joueurs contrefaisant
quelque langage impropre qu'ilz avaient oi
desdictz jeux, ou autre chose mal faite, criant
par derision que le Sainc t-Esprit n'avoit
point voulu descendre, et autres mocqueries.
Et le plus souvent les prestres des paroisses
pour avoir leur passe temps d'alleres ditz
jeux, ont delaisse dire vespres, ou les ont
dictes tout seuls des L'heure de midj-', heure
non accoustuxaee; et mesme les chantres et
chapelains de la saincte chapelle de ce palais,
tant que les dictz jeux ont^ dure, ont diet
vespres les jours de feste a l'heure de midy,
et encore les disoyent en poste et a la legere
pour aller es dictz jeux".
The Catholic clergy ms opposed to the mysteres on the ground
that they initiated the people into the Bible (and the mysteries
could hardly be called a proper initiation). The Protestants were
no less hostile because the mysteres mixed legend with the Bible.
In spite of the petition of the Procureur Ge'neral and the strong
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protest from both Catholics and Protestci,nts, ]7rancis I granted
the Confreres the privilege of playing "Le Ilystere du Vieil
Testament" on certain conditions. These conditions were that
there should be interpolated nothing profane, lascivious or
ridiculous (this last because it had gro\m to be the custom for
the Confreries joyeuses, such as the Enfants-sans-Souci, to furnish
fools and devils for the serious genre) that the admission
should not be greater than tv/o cents, that boxes should not cost
more than 30 ecus, that the performance should begin at one and
end at five, that there should be no scandal or tumult, and that,
inasmuch as the m;>'stery was attracting men and v/omen from church,
the Confreres should pay one thousand livres zo the poor,
No dictum of the king could prevent the inevitable decline
of the mystery and the Confrerie de la Passion. The following
year Prancis I him.self, ordered the Hotel ae Plandres to be torn
down, and until 1548, the Confreres were without a permanent
theatre. On August 30 of that year, they acquired a part of the
Hotel de Bourgogne, and thereupon requested from Parlement
authorization to resirie their repertory. They encountered two
opponents, literary prejudice and religious scruples. In the
second quarter of the 16th century the Renaissance and the Reform
had exerted a singular influence on the public riind. With a better
laiov/ledge of ancient literatures, of the culture of the past races,
the repertory of the middle ages, mysteries, miracles, farces,
and sotties, seemed coarse to the minds v/hich now wanted nothing
which did not smack of Greek or Latin, So much for the literary
prejudice. The Reform had v/orked a like cha.nge of sentiment in
both Protestant and Catholic, as we have just seen. They were
both scandalized at the revolting idea of the m.ystery mixed with
the burlesque. The literary scruple had little effect upon
r([J
Parlement, "but, appreciating the danger to religion of per-
forming a sacred play on a profane stage, they issued the
celel^rated declaration of Decernl^er 17, 1548, v/hich forbade the
Confreres ever to play again the "T-.^7stere de la Passion". They
v/ere still permitted to play profane mysteries. To eliminate
from the repertory of the Confreres religious mystery plays was
to deal it a death blow. With the edict of 1546, the religious
theatre of the Middle Ages expired. Trying to fight off their
fate, the Confreres held on for half a century, v/ith mysteries
dra'kvn from chansons de geste, but they faced another enemy - in-
difference, and the rivalry of younger troupes. We still find
the Confrerie de La Passion possessed of all iuS former privileges
except that of playing sacred mysteres, as late c^s the early
part of the 17th century. By a special edict, Louis XIV de-
clared in December, 1676, that the a.ssociation had ceased to
exist.
Th.e Confrerie de la Po-ssion in its tv/o hundred years of ex-
istence, with its vast opportunities for marking great progress
in the history of the French theatre, never contributed a single
idea which would tend to perfect the dramatic art; they left the
theatre - let us be charitable - just as they found it. By
bringing the izmiaense stage of the public square into a closed
hall, being thereby forced to squeeze v/ithin a much smaller area
their production, and to limit the number of places in vj^iich
dramatic action was scattered, they unconsciously prepared for
the triujnph of the unities. Since the Confrerie had not kno'^m
how to elevate their theatre, they had depended upon clO'ATiish
realism^ and faith in an ignorant public.
It v/culd be unfair to pa,ss from the serious to t^-e comic
genre v/ithout m.entioning t:ie temporary associations v/hich almost
Ir r
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v/ithout exception were the producers of the most spectacular per-
formances of the mysteries and moralities of the loth and 16th cen-
turies. These temporary associations were made up of men who v/ere
interested in the project of putting on one production, and who dis-
banded immediately after the performance. The performance of a
mystery:' ms organized exactly like an industrial enterprise, and the
actors were the stockholders. A group of men would get together
and make oath that they would defray the expenses of the m;:,^stery,
cost of costumes etcetera, and each stockholder v/ould share the
profits or losses according to the amount he had contributed. At
Valenciennes in 1547, the arrc;,ngement was very elaborate; the
stockholders chose thirteen "surintendants" to maintain peace and
order. Each v»'as to be personally responsible for some phase of the
enterprise - construction, mise en scene, music, mechanical devices,
etc. Three "originateurs" adapted the text to presentation, and
distributed the roles. Eleven hoys and girls took part, ce^rtain
regulations were made; all players were to appear upon order of the
"surintendant
"; they must accept the roles assigned themj they must
be pr esent at all rehearsals, A three cent fine was charged to all
delinquents. Rehearsal on the day of the show was at seven in the
morning, Eailure to appear on time was cause for a fine of six
cents, A player not present at the beginning of the show v;as punish-
able by a fine of ten cents. Similar fines v/ere imposed for
grumbling against the "surintendants", for leaving the theatre \^rith-
out permission, for drinking during rehearsals.
It is through the temporary associations that we first hear
of the presence of women on the stage of the lliddle Ages, for no
women belonged to the societes serieuses or joyeuses. Up to the
middle of the 16th century, only three women are known to have
')
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appeared in dramatic productions. In the earlie;r days of the theatre,
it had "been considered unwomanly to take part even in the mysteries,
and women's roles had hec-n taken hy 'oeardless young nen vTith as
soft voices as could oe found. In 1466, at lletz, the "Jeu de So-inte
Catjierine de Sienne" :vas played, and t^ie title role was taken hy an
eighteen year old girl who recited nore than two thous^^iid verses.
In 1537, at Grenoble, in "Le mystere de la Passion", Prancoise
Buatier played ver^f acceptaole the role of Christ's mother. At
Valenciennes in 1547, five young ladies took tlie ^.«,rts of the Virgin
and the temple girls. Before custom freely allowed v/omen to ap^jear
upon the stcu-ge, it had made a partial concession in the e^irly part
of the 15th century, by jci-mitting them to appear in mysteres mimes.
Unlike t]ie serious the^^tre, the comic theatre in jTunce can
hocist of a continuous tradition. Between the decline of the m:.'s-
teries and the rise of the modern tragedy, there \ra.s an interruption
that did not occur in the comic genre. As in the serious theatre,
professionii-l actors did not appear until the 16th century, o.nd most
of the productions were given by organizations such as the Baeochien^
t:ie Enfants-sans-Souc i and other societes joyeuses.
It -was as e^.rl;- c-s 1303 that the clerks of the Parlenent de ?..ris
organized themselves iiito a society for tlieir jiutual protection and
amusement. T~:is Wo.s during t:\e reign of P'lilippe le Bel who gc^ve
t]iem the title of hoyaume de la Basoche. T'lis Basoche comprised
solicitors' clerks, lavr/ers' clerks, recorders' clerks, t.nd coun-
selors' clerks. In its organization, it k.ad its own king, chanxelcr.
Vice cn.^.ncelor , m>-.itrs des requetes, referendary, grand audiencier,
procureur general, and several ofier dignitc^ries. These officers
had grect,t pov/ers, eve.i goiv:g so far as to coin money to be used be-
n
tv/een the Basochiens u-nd certain iierciiai: ts. In addition to the
Easoche du Parlement, there v/ere t.70 other Bo-.soches, less ir.iportci-nt
and very lilcely suhordinate to tlie clerks j"J-st :Men tio:ied. One of
these V/U.S the 3asoc-ie d"a C>-atelet, co.aposed of clerics of zl.e
Chatelet, It had its origin a quarter of u century/ hefore the great
Basoche. Th.e o t:\er v.^as Vnovrn ^-.s tlie Enpire de Galilee, and comprised
the clerks of solicitors of the Chamber of Accounts, This orgu-nizc^tion
'.?as of less iinportcv:ice than siuher of t]ie other t;/o. Outside of
Paris, Aix
,
Avignon, Bordeaux, Gh-^inher:", Chu,rtres, Chu"urnont, Dijon,
CrenoDle, Issoudun, Loches, Lyon, ".-.rseille
,
Iloulins, Orleans,
Poitiers, P.eims, Toulouse, Tours, Verneuil and j.iany other cities had
their Bc^socjie.
T::e Bc.sochiens did not .--ive plc-ys froi.i t:-ie outset. At first,
they put on ^ni annu^.l 'iriOntre' of all tn.eir ineiahers. The societies
were divided into groups, eac"i led by a captc^in. This sort of
masquerade gave the Basochiens a taste for pomp in costLunes and
mise en scene. This in turn naturally caused tjie societies to mix
comic plc^ys 7/ith their processions to amuse the spectators, ITrom
once a year, the shov;s soon increased to three annually, in J^.nuary,
ITay and July, ITrom the first the shows v/ere a success. The King
began to invite the Basocliiens to give perforinances on the occasion
of the arrival in Paris of royal personages. Their repertory vras
not limited to conic plays, but included also pantomimes and
tableaux vivants. In their dramatic performances the Basochiens
attacked everybody/'', but mainly the eccentricities and foibles of their
Ovvii profession; judges, lawyers, solicitors and bailiffs. It is
fairly certain that the farce of Patelin was vnritten for presenta-
tion by the Basoclie, for it is just t]ie type of play they v/ere
accustO':ied to present. The development of conedv v/ith the Basochiens

was in some v;ay parallel to that of the "sermon joyeux". In a vrorld
v;hich demanded to "be amused, the Basochiens found ample "basis in
their o vvn profession for constructing plays. The lera.1 procedure .vith
its dialogue full of human passions, vanity and vivacity, readily
lent itself to dramatic performance. In their idle moments, memoers
of the Basoche v/ould compose imaginary dehates, from .mich whole
plays would gradually develop. The first real performance of the
Basochiens v/ere called "causes grasses" "because they were given on
the 'jours gras'. Their later repertory consisted of farces and
moralities, and, "by agreement v/ith che Enfants-sans-Soui
,
they also
played sotties. As we have already noted, the Confreres de la
Passion invited the two organizations, ahout the middle of the loth
century, to share with them the Hopital de la Trinite. The
Basochiens like other dramatic orgcinizations of the time, were often
in conflict with the authorities, "but "by pleading to one from the
decisions of the other, they managed to avoid much trou"ble. In
turn they were forloidden, and ordered, to play. At one time under
Charles VIII, they seemed to Iiave resumed their performances
with no prospect of interruption when one of their poets, Henri
Baude, in a morality attacked the men v/ho were ruling in the name
of Charles VIII, He pictured the King as a fountain of pure v/ater,
to represent the purity of his intentions. The ruling pov/ers »\rere
represented hy rub'bish and filth.
The Basochiens came oack into full power duriiig the reign of
Louis XII. This reign was the most "brilliant period in the Uiddle
Ages as far as the theatre '^s concerned. Louis XII was so li'oeraL
that he not only sanctioned, "but protected, the most daring plays on
the stage, the political satire. His reason for this li'berality
might "be sijimraed up in his own words;
rc (
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"Je veux qu*on joue en liber te, et que les
jeuiies gens declairent les alDUS qu'on fait en
na Court, puisque les confesseurs et autres qui
sont les sages, n*en veulent rien dire." He also
"Se plaignoit que de son temps personne no lui
vouloit dire la vsrite'; ce qui estoit cause
qu'il ne pouvoit sgavoir coriine son royaujie
estoit gouverne; et pour en sgavoir la verite'',
il permit les theatres libres; et voulut que
sur iceux, on jouast librenent les abus qui se
cor.tciettoient , tant en sa cour comine en tout
son royaune; pensant par la apprendre et
S9 avoir beaucoup de choses lesquelles autrement
il lui estoit impossible d' entendre." 'Serees,
de Guillaunie Bcuchet, second livre, treizieme
seree.
"
Louis XII even permitted the Easochiens to poke fun at his ov.Ti
weak points, especially his avarice, but \;hen they began to ject
at his ViTife, he made the yqt'j definite ruling that they should
mention no lady in their performances.
Y/ith the accession to the throne of the pleasure-loving
]?rancis I, the theatre received a decided setback. Although he
at first protected the Basochiens, he turned against them v/hen th.ey
alluded to his clandestine love affairs.
"En ce temps lorsque le roy estoit a Paris, y
eust un prestre qui se faisoit appeler ilonsieur
Cruche, grand fatiste (poete) lequel un p^ju
devant, avec ^lusieurs autres, avoit joue''
publiquement ,a la place Maubert, sur escliafaulx,
certains jeux et moralitez; c'est assavoir sottye,
sermon,moralite' et f---.rce; dont la moralite'
contenoyt les seigneurs qui portoient le drap
d'or a credo; et emportoient leursterres sur
leurs espaules, avec autres choses morales et
bonne remonstrations, Et a la farce fur le dit
monsieur Cruche avec ses complices; qui avoit
une lanterne par laquelle voyoit toutes choses;
et entre autres, qu'il y avoit une poulle qui
se nourrissoit sous une sallemande, laquelle
poulle portoit sur elle une chose qui estoit
assez pour faire mourir dix hoiiimes. Laquelle
chose estoit a interpreter que le roy aimoit et
joissoit d'une fermne de Paris, qui estoit fille
d'un conseiller a la cour du Parlement, nomme'
monsieur Lecocq. Et icelle estoit mariee a uii
,
avocat en Parlement, tres habille homme, nomine
r
monsieur Jacques Dishomrae; qui avoit tout
pleiii de biens dont le roy se saysit"
(Journal d'un Bourgeois de Piiris,
^
puLlie par 1', Lalanne pour la Societe de
I'histoire de ]?rance)
It was in the 'jours gras' of 1548, tliat the B<iSochiens pre-
sented the onl:;- pla3'- that we know was in their repertory, a
farce called "Le Cry de la Basoche". Less than iialf a century
later, the Parisian Basoche had ceased to exist as a play pro-
ducing organisatioji, although they continued to he a judiciary
corporation until the French Revolution,
The Basoche s in the provinces were founded by Basochiens
from Paris v-rho often considered it advisable to leave the city
rather than face possible prison sentences. Carrying with them
their taste for amusement, they helped organize similar societies
in the larger cities of Prance,
The Enfants-sans-Souci , or the compagnons du Prince des
Sots, as they were sometimes called, had their origin sometime
during the 14th century, the exact date not being known. There is,
however, reason to believe that the society ms forrned during
the early years of the reign of Charles VI. There have been those
who maintained that the members of the Enfants-sans-Souci were
dra^wn from joy-loving, novelty-seeking youths of the better
class. The leading authorities, such as Petit de Julleville,
hold quite an opposite view, namely, that t.he members were the
bohemians of the 14th and 15th centuries, the penniless fellows
'^^0 united the better to enjoy the gayety and pleasures of a
leisurely life.
The Enfants culled themselves Sots, and their leader was the
Prince des Sots, the second in command, the Mere-Sotte, Their
real origin was doubtless the secularized Pete Des pous, the
r
sacrilegious frolic banished from the Church. Their main aim
was the same - parody; the object attacked .vas different, for
whereas the Tous amused themselves at the expense of the
ecclesiastic hierarciiy, the Sots parodied society in general. The
principal idea of the Sots was based on the assiomption that the
world is composed entirely of fools. Kings, judges, bishops,
priests, nobles, bourgeois, common people, all were costumed
differently, but all v/ere equally fools. Altogether there was
formed quite a complete organization. There may have been another
reason for thus assuming the costume and characteristics of sots.
It was a mask, which would permit the actors to say v/hat they
wanted about anything they chose; to tell the truth, even to the
king himself, llo counter attack v/ould be forthcoming, for Yfao
would take seriously tiis words of a sot? As we have mentioned,
fools were introduced at an early date in the m;^'^stery plays. They
were borrowed for the most part from the Enfants-sans-Souci,
Their roles were no less licentious in the serious theatre than
in the comic.
The sottie, instrument of the Sots, was a sort of 'parade',
recited before the show to attract the spectators. It -.Td-s not
presented alone, bvit always accompanied by some other genre. As a
general rule, no one kind of play v/as given at a perform.ance
,
However, v/hen temporary societies were organized to present a
m^'-stery, this mystery was usually unaccompanied. The Parfaict
brothers in their Histoire du Theatre Francais (Volume III, page
106) state that the Sots regularly put on three plays, a sottie, a
morality and a farce; they cite three examples: "Jeu du Prince des
Sots", the '^Iloralite de llundus, " "Caro"
,
"DemoniaJ" and the "Parce
des deux Savetiers", Sometimes a monologue or a sermon joyeux was
added to the program. The sottie was a genre for the professional
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comedian. To be a good sot one had also to be a good acrobat and
clovm. The sottie was a peculiarly Prench genre, and unlike the
other genres presented on the Prench stage, had little influence on
the foreign stage. The Sots wore costumes which of course varied
with the rank or porfession of the person represented, but all were
alike in that they had the hood with donkey ears and bells. The
predominant colors in the costumes were yellow and green, yellow
for gayety, green for liberty, hope and youth. It is highly probable
that their taste for the theatre came from the success with \ihich the
Basochiens had met, Tliis is natural since many of the Enfants-sans-
Souci were also Basochiens, This also accounts in la,rge measure for
the amicable relations between the two societies. As we have already
seen, they had an arrangejaent whereby each might play the repertory
of the other, and together they had accepted the invitation of the
Confreres to play at the Hotel de la Trinite, Inasmuch as no decrees
were handed down to the Enfants-sans-Souci "by the Parlement, and
numerous were the warnings received by the Basoche, it is reasonable
to assume that the Enfants-sans-Souci v/ere subordinate to the Basoche
and considered a part of it.
The leading Sots were Clement liarot, Pierre Gringore (or
Gringoire) and Jean du Pont-Alais, Ilarot was in his youth a Sot and
a Basochien, He was principally famous as a poet, and as a trans-
lator of the Psalms.
Gringore, chiefly kno-cm through Victor Hugo*s "ITotre Dame de
Paris", and de Banville, neither a correct portrayal of him - '/rrote
the most celebrated of all the sotties: "Prince des Sots", played
for the first time in 1512 at the Halles of Paris on the occasion
of thecarnival, Gringore is perhaps the most versatile figure in
the theatre of the lliddle Ages; he v/as author, playwight, actor,
('
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theatrical dir ector, contractor for performances given on the arriv
al of royalty, politician and man of action, mingling in religious,
diplomatic and military quarrels of the day. Toward the end of his
life, strangely enough, he "became a devout poet and spent most of his
time composing orthodox verse for the Duke of Lorraine. In every
way Gringore '\vas a man of superior intellect, a genius, vastly above
the level of Hugo's character. At the age of thirty-four, he liecame
Mere-Sotte. He was exceedingly proud of his title, thereafter sign-
ing most of his vTorks with it, for example, "Les Pantaisies de Here-
Sotte" and "Les I.Ienus Propos de l!ere-So tte" . Gringore' .vrote a
mystery play for the corporation of masons and carpenters of Paris,
"La Vie de llonseigneus Saint Joys, roy de Prance", His prestige
was soon remarked hy Louis XII who determined to profit by it. as
a result Gringore was used by the king to mould public opinion
just as newspu-pers ..rt-j used today. He wrote "La chasse du Cerf des
Cerfs" against Pope Julius II who v/as trying to drive the Prench
from Italy, In the end, the pope appeared in the guise of Llere-Sotte,
Among Gringore 's other plays were "Le Prince des Sots" a sottie, and
"L'Homme Obstine, a morality, to arouse public opinion in favor of
the policies of the king. The crowning of Prancis I virtually
marked the close of Gringore 's public life. The new king's opposition
to the theatre and Gringore 's age changed the course of his career.
The last of the three great Sots, perhaps the greatest from a
purely dramatic standpoint, if we but had the data about him, was
Jean du Pont-Alais, He was younger than Gringore and took part when
but a stripling in the latter' s "Prince des Sets", Pont-Alais has the
reputation of being the best actor of the Prench theatre of the Iliddle
Ages, Later in life he became, like Gringore, a contractor for
public performances given on the arrival of royalty.
c
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The Enfants-sans-Souci \7ere still popular clS Ice te as the
middle of the 16th century, witness a song composed on the occasion
of the coronation of Henry II:
"Princes et gentilz hornnes
Venez diligeinment
,
Venez tous en personne,
A ce couronnement . , .
Vous verrez jcuer farces
Dessus les establis
Badines et moralles
Des Enfans sans Soucy"
,(Chansons nouvellement coniposees sur plusieurs
chants, 1548. Reinipression de Baillieu)
They took part in a farce played "before the court as late as 1559,
but, mortally «rouiided "by the Renaissance and the Reform, they suc-
cumbed - as far as the theatre is concerned - before the end of
the 16th century. As an organization they lived until 1615,
While the Enfants-ss-ns-Souci ;vere busy with their repertory''
in Paris, the societes joyeuses were no less active in the provin-
ces, presenting exhibitions of all sorts. The most famous of these
was I'Infanterie Dijonnaise, or, as it is much better known, La
Mere-I'olle de Dijon, It was a burlesque society which flourished
in Dijon during the 15th and 16th centuries, Xike the Enfants-
eans-Souci, La Here-S'olle originated in the Eete des ITous. The
connection here was much closer than in the case of the Sots of
Paris, The Pete des Pous had existed in the Dijon district up to
the middle of the 15th century. The Council of Basle issued an
anathema against it. All hope of retaining the Pete seemed gone
\7hen the fun-loving Philippe le Bon, due de Bourgogne, solemnly
confirmed its existence by a decree dated December 27, 1454, It
is perliaps significant that the decree v/as tied with red, green
and yellow braid.
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"Voulons, consentons, accordons
Pour nous et pour nos successeurs,
Des lieux ci-des£us dits Seigneurs
Q,ue cests fecte celebree,
,
Soit a jamais, un jour I'annee,
Le premier du mo is de junvier,
Et que joyeux Pous, sans dangier,
De 1 'habit de nostre Chapelle,
Eassent la feste iDOnne et loelle,
Sans outrage et derision;
Et n'y soit contradiction
Mise par aucun des plus sages;
Mais la feront les Fous volages,
Doucenent, tant qu' argent leur dure,
Un jcur ou deux:, Car chose dure
Seroit de plus continuer,
Hi les frais plus avant "bouter;
Par leurs finances qui decroissent,
Lorsque leurs depenses accroissent.
Si mandons a tous nos sujets
Q,u*en en ne soyent empesches;
Ivlais les en souffrent tous jouir
Paisi"blemen c a leur pla,isir."
This decree marked the real foundation of llere-Pclle. By the
latter half of the loth century'-, the Ilere-Pclle vras an institution.
Dijon no';v had its Parlement, and its Chamher of Accounts, Y/ith the
greatly increased number of clerks, and with the exaiiiple of Paris
to follow, there T,vas a general demand for a Basoche, hut the clerks
found full satisfaction in the Here-]?Glle which had hitherto "been
composed mostly of "bourgeois. Ilere-Polle, desjjite the name, was a
man. Like the Prince des Sots at Paris, he had almost unlimited
powers over his subjects. IText below him came Procureur Piscal,
or piscal Vert, or Griffon Vert, whose duty it was to convoke the
members, collect taxes and examine candidates for membership. Other
officers were chancelor, grand ecuyer, off icier de justice. Each
candidate was compelled to a.nsv/er in verse the questions of the
examiner. If received as a member, he was given a red, green and
yellov? hood. Several tines a year, the Ilere-Polle held 'montrees, »
Closely resembling the 'montres' of the Enfants-sans-Souci , but
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rather more ela^borate.
The Ilere-Polle pretended to wish to correct bad morals. If any-
one committed a misdemeanor, he Vi^as seized upon "by Herre-Jclle,
and made the butt of merciless public ridicule, Y/ithout being named,
his voice, gestures and other characteristics were imitated. Of tlie
repertory of I'ere-Polle there remains but one play, "Le Jeu de Llaitre
du Tillet", All would have gone v^ell v/ith the Infanterie Dijonnaise,
had the society net foolishly nixed itself up in political affairs.
Even so, it maintained its existence until 1630, when, s.fter a too
bold political attack on a new system of taxation im.posed by Louis
XII, it \7as the object of this edict:
"Considerant les plaintes qui nous ont ete
faites de la coutume scandaleuse observee en ladite
ville de Dijon d'une Assemblee d* Infanterie et I.Iere-
Polie, oui est vraiment une mere (pure) ejb pure
folie ,de"s defsordres et de'bauches qu*elle a proauits,
et produit encore ordinairement contreles bonnes
moeurs, rexjos et tranqullite' de la ville, avec
mauvais exemples; vculant deracinerce mal et
empecher qu'il ne renaisse si vite a I'avanir, nous
avons de notre pleine puissance et autorite royale,
abroge', revoque et aboli, et parces presentes,
signe'es de notre m.ain, abrogeons, reroquons et
abolissons ladite compagnie de 1' Infanterie et
Here-Polle; defendons a tous nos sujets de ladite
ville et autres de s*assembler ci-apres; s'enroler
et s'associer, sous le nom d' Infanterie ou Here-
Folle, ni faire ensemble festins pur ce sujet, a
peine d'etre declares indignes de toutes charges
de ville, dont a present nous les avons de'clcires
indignes et incapables d*3'' etre jamais appel^s; et
outre ce, a peine d*etre punis comnie perturbateurs
du repos public".
Por thirty j^ears Ilere-Polle survived by completely' reforming
its habits. All that can be sa.id of it during that period is that
it v/-as harmless. This nominal existence v/as brought to a close by
an order from Louis XIV in 1661.
There were a hundred other societes joyeuses sim-ilar to the
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Mere-Polle of Dijon, although none was so famous. Their repertory
was almost entirely composed of sotties with occasional farces and
moralities. The leading societies were in Amiens, Beauvais (Les
omeurs du Pont-Pinard)
,
Bethune, Cambrai, Chalon-sur-Saone , Chaijunont
(notorious for its devils, who for months before a performance scoured
the country, ostensibly to announce the sottie, but really to rob and
pl^onder), Clermont, Laon, Lyon, and Rouen (Les Connards)
,
We have alreadj'" seen that the chief producers of mysteries
and sotties were the organizations. So it \ms with the moralities.
What 'vvas the morality? It was a dramatic genre, similar to the conic
theatre in form, to the serious theatre in aim. It almys contained
a moral lesson. Some critics have claim-ed, among them, Thomas Sibilet,
a writer of the 15th century, that if the end of the morality had
always been sad, true tragedies would have resulted. It was certainly
dr-ma in the fullest sense of the v/ord, Prom v^^at has just been said,
it is pretty clear that the morality held the center ground between
the sottie and the farce on the one hand, and the m^'-stery on the other.
The pathetic morality v/as perhaps the substance out of which developed
Hardy* s tragi-comedies. The comic morality might have been confounded
with the farce had it not possessed the prime essential of the
morality - a lesson. A number of mystic works also come under the
name of allegorical morality. In the allegorical morality we find
such characters as IvIeditation-de-la-Mort , Libre-Arbitre , Salut de
I'^e, Honte de dire ses pe'ches, Je-bois-a-vous and Je-vous-fais-
raison. In the best knovm of the moralities, "Bien Mvise'', Hal
Advise'" (in its day, incorrectly called a m^^stery) , there were fifty-
nine such characters as Prison, Poy, 7aine gloire, Malle Pin, Honneur
etc. It was in the political form, perhaps, that the morality came
nearest to the comic genres, sottie and farce. This was a very common
t c
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medium of eagpressing political sentiment during the reign of Ciii^rles
VII, Louis XI, Cliarles VIII and Louis XII,
The farce was, with the sottie, mystery and morality, the most
popular genre of the Iliddle Ages in Prance. The people of those
days being unfamiliar with the ;rays of other countries, demanded only
an imitation of tlieir o'^m habits, the habits they knew. They asked
that the priest, the noble, the merchant, the lawyer, the doctor, the
soldier, the neighbor, be caricatured. It is under the head of farce
that the "sermon joyeux" would come, since it is nothing but a carica-
ture of the priest and the church service. The chief characteristic
of the farce was its coarseness, its filth. The subject of the
farce, according to the repertory compiled by Petit de Julleville,
rarely varied from its three stock subjects: the infidelity of a
wife, theft, and physical punislxment. These were always a cause for
uproarious laughter, since it was the other man's wife who was unfaith
ful, the other man who was the victim of a theft, the other man who
was clubbed and beaten, Pew farces have come down to us that possess
any value, "Pranc Archer de Bagnolet", "Les Trois Galants et Phlipot",
"La Cornet te" and "Le Cuvier" all varied to some extent from the
eternal triangle, the theft and the beating, and are well worth while,
"Les Trois Galants et Phlipot" especially is extremely amusing. The
greatest of all the farces and the masterpiece of the Middle Ages in
a dramatic way, is the farce of "Ilaistre Pierre Patelin", first pre-
sented, without doubt, on the stage of the Basoche, Por the first
time in the history of the theatre there wtts an able character de-
velopment and a masterly handling of situations. Its theme is as
simple as that of any of the farces of the Middle Ages - a rascally
merchant, a rascally law^'er and a rascally boor try to dupe each other
but in turn are duped. But there is a finesse, a gayety that no

other play of the period possesses.
Were it not for "Maistre Patelin", the farce of the Middle
Ages i70Uld he entirely'" commonplace and insipid. Unlike the n^stery,
killed l:y the Renaissance and the Reform, unlike tlie sottie,
killed loy definite governmental ruling, unlike the morality,
which gave my to the Renaissance tragedy or tragi-comedy , the
farce has maintained its existence even up to today.
One other factor in the comic theatre of the Middle Ages is
the college. The students formed the first of the societes
joyeuses", of v/hich v/e have already spoken, in the reign of
Charlemagee , They first played only semi-liturgical dramas in
Latin, but interests outside the school viralls hrou'^rlit into their
plays the vulgar language - and vulgar themes. Toiay the comedy
in the college is nothing if not insignificant, huG at several
times in its history it has exceeded in importance the regular
work of the school. The comedy in the college in the Middle Ages
was a reflection of the comedy of the outside v/orld. All the
scandals, passions, grudges of the outside v/orld iiad their echo
among the students, and the scholastic theatre v;as inspired hy
all the ardent emotions which agitated the public mind. During
the period of extraordinary liberty under Louis XII, the students
frequently attacked the political regime, and even the
eccentricities of the king himself. The sottie "Uouveau Monde"
was a product of this reign. V/ith Irancis I's accession to the
throne, the students were silenced by the Sc^me threats of punish-
ment as the Sasochiens and Enfants-sans-Souci, Early in 1516,
the Parlement, at the behest of the king, forbade the directors
of the colleges "de ne jouer, faire ne perr.iettre de Jouer,
en leurs colleges, aucunes farces, sottises,
et autre s Jeux centre I'honneur de Roy, de
la Reyne, de Madame la duchesse d* Angoulesne
,
mere du dit seigneur, des seigneurs du sang.
r
ne autres personnages estans autour
de ia perSonne du dit seigneur, cur peine
de punition centre ceux qui feront le
contraire, te].le que la cour verra estre
a faire"
Y/hen Francis I was captured, the students "broke loose again.
notwithstanding the frequency of their dramatic productions,
few are the examples of plays extant composed and played "oy the
student, although is known that a number of poets preferred to
leave to tlie students the performance of their works to submitting
them to other amateurs or to the professional players. The students
played only on holidays, but liolidays were numerous. They very
commonly gave performances on the fetes of St. Ilartin, St. Catherine,
St, Nicholas, St. Louis, all patron saints of studies, at all the
great religious holida3rs, especially Epiphany. They were strictly
forbidden to play " j eux deshonnetes" , These "j eux des_honnetes"
at first consisted of all plays, luter of secularized religious
plays. The !Paculty of Arts of Paris ruled in 1470 that no student
should assum.e tlie role of a fool during that year, either in or out
of school, under the severe punishr.ient of the locs of tv/o years
schooling, Tlie faculty later added "unless it be to play a farce
or a morality". The scholastic theatre was still perhaps more
licentious than that of any of the organizations v/e have mentioned,
but its daring was its o-;vn undoing, for in 1579, the Edict of Blois
the playing in colleges of "farces, trage'dies, comedies, fables,
satyres, scenes, ne autres jeujc en latin ou
fran90is, contenans lascivetez, injures,
invectives, convices, ne aucun scandale
centre aucun estat, ou perSonne public que
ou privee sur peine de prison et punition
corporelle"
This v^as virtually the end of the theatre in the college.
To the credit of the college, however, miust go the present-
ation of the first comedies or tragedies composed as cv result of
the Renaissance: Jodelle's Cleopatre, and Grevin's "Les Ebu,his",
a. most licentious comedy, and Grevin's "Lu, Tresoriere",
rc
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What did the different societies do for the improver.ient of
the drajmtic art? The answer must needs he negative. Their only
positive offering is a few plays of note v;hich stand alone in the
midst of numerous worthless farces, sotties, mysteries, noralities,
and miracles. If it had not been for "I;Iaistre Patelin", the theatre
from 1300 to 1550 might ;7ell he called quite barren. Ajid the
societies cannot take the credit for "I.Iarstre Patelin", for with-
out doubt, it would have been v/ritten and performed had no Sasoche
ever existed. The societies v/ere a mere reflection of the times, -
the people being vulgar, crudities, coarseness and filth were de-
manded. The dramatic poets responded in kind, partly to satisfy
such v/ishes, partly because they were of the same flesh and blood
and lack of culture tind refinement as the people. Such societies
could not exist after the Renaissance and the Reform, s^nd it is
significant that they all ceased to have ciny influence on the stage,
even if they did not entirely expire, after the middle of the
16th century.
As we have remarked before, professional comedians, except
"joueurs de personnages" , did not m^ake their appearance in prance
until the loth century. We shall mention them here but casually,
as they are less important factors in the Prench theatre of the
Middle Ages than the associations. It vras only after the middle of
the 16th century that the comedians came into great prom.inence. as
to the origin of the professional comedian, v/e believe that it is
three-fold. Pirst, the jongleurs, T'le larger part cf the "jongleur
to be sure, degraded into nothing more thaii inere acrobats, but one
branch of them, the "satiriques"
,
developed into comedians. Second,
the "Joueurs de personnage". The "Joueurs de personnage" were
Svlready comedians in the 14th century. Their playing was their only
r c
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means of livelihood, and although their repertory was rather
scanty, it v/ould certainly "be reasonalole to assujne that they also
developed into real cornedis-ns. There \7ere three positions open to
the "joueurs de personnage"; nohle, prelates, strange as it rnay
seen, and the echevins of cities subsidized then. The CcSes v/ere
numerous of "joueurs de personnages" playing at the chateaus of
nohles. Less often bishops c-nd archbishops has players attached
to their person. However sometines there v/ere alnost open theatres
at the abbeys, LTany cities, especially in northern Pru-nce possessed
troupes of their ovyn during the 15th century. There v/ere fourteen
in Picardy alone. In scr.ie cities contests were held between the
"joueurs", and prizes offered to the best actors. The third of the
possible origins of tlie coraedian vrere the "farceurs de sietier".
Their life was very hazardous. Unlike the "joueurs de personnage",
they vrek-e not attached to, or subsidized by, a.n3^body. The conic
repertory'" that has cone do'/vn to us does not date back as far as the
14th century, but doubtless nuch of the repertory of the 15th century
was also played in the 14th, In addition. Petit de Julleville
thinks that otjier conic genres wiiich have never been developed night
also have been knovm. It is doubtful vihether tlie " j oaurs de
personnage" possessed a large repertory of truly dranatic quality,
their acting being probably linited nostly to dialogues, slender
farces or "semons joyeujc". To add to the difficulties in the life
of a "joueur", he had to be able to take e.ny kind of r3le in either
comic or serious play; witness tlie comment an actor makes of him-
self in "Le Bien et le Hal des Danes".
"Si j'ay ung chaperon a fol
Passe' au travers de ncn col,
Je contrefays le bien disant,
Abondant a menus flajolz:
r
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One on n'en veit de si plaisant.
Si j'ay ung ciiaperon de dueil,
Je me tourmente a raoy tout seul,
Je pleure st :ne tourmente assez,
En souspirant la larme a I'oeil,
Ainsi Ciu'amys des trespassez.
Si j'ay une cliappe a docteur,
Je contrefays de I'orateur,
St, semble, h.. veoir a ma faconde
Ung tres-noble predicateur,
Estre le plus grant clerc du monde,"
There were still ot}ier possiole comedians in t:ie groups of
amateurs v/liose love for the theatre v;as so great that they not only
performed in their ov/n tov.n, hut traveled from city to city to give
plays of DO til comic and serious genre. Their expenses were paid hy
voluntary contrihu tions on the part of echevins or spectators.
Their main ir.terest v/as in the mystery, and the com.ed:/ was hut a side
line, Bethune, Chaumont and Lille had their traveling companies of
amateur comedians. Prom that time on, comedians, in regular troupes,
have existed in Prance, and for cjuite a while during t}ie 16th and
17th centuries, they kept increasing in nujnber. These troupes
traversed all Prance, some, like the fc.2::ous pla^^ers of I.Ioliere,
playing principally in the Hidi. Some of these companies had a
director who engaged the members and paid them, Otliers shared in
the financial success or failure, without any regular head. The
latter comprised by far the greater nu2.iber,
Uany fruitless atte;.ipts hcxve been made to trace individual
actors through tlie Iliddle Ages. Actors had already begun to assurae
sobriquets \fn.ich they often changed, apparently without reason. To
add to the difficulty of following an actor's life, there is the
fact that certain traditional names like Bontemps and C-c^utier v/ere
used by several different actors.
Unlike the societes serieuses and the societes joyeuses, which
( I
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were held in high esteem ^rJ their fellow citizens, the troupes of
traveling comedic.ns were treated ver^.^ severely 07 the authorities
of the cities in which the^,'" pli'.yed, Especia-lly harsh was the treat
ment accorded them vmen trjere v/ere dramatic societies locc^ted in zhe
tovm , Th.e comedio-ns were often stopped fro:a playing;; after they had
appeared up on the stage for the first act. Driven froii c i ty tc city
their let w^s indeed a hard one. Only under the most rig-id conaitio
were tliey ever c;.llGwed to play. Graduu-11: this condition ch_.nged,
"For t";ie conedian, acting v/as t::e only naans of liveliliood. By con-
stant practice ^nid pl<^-yi:'g, and a steady improvement in repertory,
especially «,fter the Reform ^nid the Renaissance , the comediw/ns
naturall;' he came more adept than the 3a so alliens, the Snfants-Scnis-
Souci or any 01 tn.e i:)depe::dent o.vuc.teur crganiz^.tions .f'ic'i, to he
sure, ' ad .'either the time nor the oppo::-tuniit-' to devote exclusively
to actinr. V/it'i t^^eir improvem.e' 1 1 caie success, c.nd '.Tith success,
f-ie esteem of t]ie people.
Besides t/ie comediccns Just mentioned, t.'iere v/ere others thct
figured in the Prench theatre of the Ilidule Ages. T^'ese were
the Italici-n pla^^ers \;-io hegan to co::":e into Il^rance in the loth
century, and continued throughout t'-\e 16t'' century. The;' made
little impreb'sion on tlie public in t'le 15th century, hut e-^rlj" iii
the loth, under the protection of Francis I v/ho h^^d invited "hem
to Paris, t'ley assumed the leadership in the rre]ic'.i comedy. Pre-
vious to tliis time t le prench stage h...d heen slightly influenced
loy the Italian players, as a numher of Prencli actors had crossed
the Italian frontier in t'le v/c^ke of the Prench arjiy of invasion.
Shortly after Prancis I's invitation, the Italians had attained a
very high position at the Court, thanlrs to the continued protection
of the king. That the Prench actors were suhorain.ate to them, is
rI
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shov/ed l:y tlis following agreeLient rncide oy Pont-Ala-is, the gre^-test
actor of the Lliddle Ages,
"Ont este' nundez audit hurea,u, pc;.r nondit
sieur le gouver^ieur, imistre Jehctn du Pont-
Alaix et maistre Aiidre' Italien, estans au service
du Royy ausquels i:iondit sieur le gouverneur a
enjoint f^.ire et composer f_.rce3 et morcvlitez
les plus exquises et le plus hrief que faire
se pourrcL pour resjouyr le Roy et la Re3,'ne a
1* entree de ladits darae: lesquels ont proiais ce
faire et, outre, ledit ]>u Pout Alaix a dit qu'il
veut estre sujet audit maistre Aiidre et lui
oheir"
(Le Ceremonial FrcLnpois I, 767, taken from
the registers of the Hotel de Ville, Paris)
The middle of the 16th ce;itur2/' saw the virtual end of the
Prench theatre of. the I.Iiddle Ages, As i/e have seen, the mysteries
perished through the hostility of Catholics and Protestants on the
one hand, :^.nd vnriters v/ith literary scruples, notahly the Pleiad,
on the other. The comic or "burlesque repertory had been too in-
decent to continue ufter the pov/erful influence of the Beform
movement in Prcirice, the farce alone survivii-ig.
There was, as we have already discovered, lack of art in the
theatre of the lliddle Ages, This v/as one of the chief reasons for
its decline, T^ie t]ieatre of t:ie 14th, loth and 16th centuries
depended almost entirely uxjon its crude, coarse painting of life
as they found it, the cruder .,.nd coarser tlie better, 3y its re-^lism
it tried to me-ke up for the virant in art, but re^ilism caii never
replace art. The manner in v;hich it unnecessarily/ but inevitable
antagonized Protestants and Catholics presaged un early death for
itself, What Y/as the reason for tlie lack of art in the Prench
theatre? There v/ere two interdependent causes. The first was the
nature of the audience - brutal, vulgar, filth-loving. The second
was the class of the dramatic writers v/lio catered ~o tlie perverted
Ir
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taste of such an audience. The former is perhaps t^-ie greater c--.use
for the state in v.hich the theatre found itself in the Middle A^es.
It was the audience, the people v/ho directed v/hat should be pla,yed,
and, even as today, the playv/rights must comply v/ith such orders, or
not xrite at all. On the other ha/nd, it is quite possible that, had
there been v/riters of merit, their v/orks would have been //ell re-
ceived. From "Le Jeu de la Feuillee" to the farce of "liaistre
Patelin", in the latter pc^-rt of the 15th ceiitury, the theatre made
no progress from the point of view of art, -^nd it is not certain that
it did not retrograde. And then, Patelin was but one bright excep-
tion in the barren period from 1200 to 1400. In the 16th century, no
advance was made until the advent of the clctssical tragedy and the
tragi-comed3'',
A second main reason for the decline of the theatre of the
Middle Ages was the improved taste of the audiences. The common
people of the early 16th century were not as a \ih.ole greatly in-
fluenced by the Renaissance, They knev/ as little about pagan
culture after the Renaissance a.s they had known before. Thus it is
not to them that we can attribute the great change in taste, but to
the upper classes who had been affected considerably affected by
the nev; movement. We have already spoken of the opposition of
both Protestants and Catholics after the Reform, With the
Renaissance came a realization of how crude, how coarse the theatre
was. It was, then, to the upper classes that the great Pleiad,
and especially Joachim du Bellay in his "Epitre Dedicate ire de la
Deffence et Illustration de la langue francoyse", t.ppealed. Address-
ing himself to the new poets of the RenaisSiLnce du Bellay wrote in
behalf of pagan theatre:
rr
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"Quant au-x Coxaedies et Tragedies, si
les Roys et les Republiques les vouloient
restituer en leur ancienne dignitd qu'o?it
usurpe^e les Parces et Iloralitez, je seroy
"bien d' opinion que tu t ' employasses, et si
tu le veux faire pour I'ornsinent de ta
Ianque, tu scais ou tu en doibs trouver les
archetypes"
(Second livre, chapitre IV)
It \Tas "but three years later that the first ]?rench comedy v;as pro-
duced - Jodelle's Eugene or La Rencontre"? - and at the s^jie time,
the first classical tragedy in French - Jodelle^s "Cleopatre".
Both met v/ith a v/arm reception.
To realize v/ith v/nat revolutionary rapidity the theatre of the
Middle Ages gave v/ay to the theatre of the Renaissance - in a word,
the modern theatre - one has but to notice a fev; dates. Tr.e right
to play sacred Mysteries v'/as tc^ken from the Confrerie de la Passion
in November 1546. In January of the following year, Joachim du
Bellay gave to the world his "Deffence et Illustration de la langue
francoyse". In 1552, the first real French comedy and the first
classical tragedy, both by a member of the Pleiad, were performed,
A final reason for the fall of the theatre of the Iliddle Ages
was the advent of professional actors, who, in spite of unpop-
ularity a.t the outset, gradually v/on over their audiences with their
superior art and repertory.
Y/e have seen several reasons for the fall of the theatre of the
Middle Ages. Is there nothing to be said m its favor? The theatre
of the Hiddle Ages in Prance gives us a better picture of the
habits and characteristics of the people of the period than v/e can
obtain in any other way. Whereas it was the pomp and ceremony which
originall:^ attracted the people to the miracle and the m;>'stery, it
was the growing coarseness and vulgarity v/hich retain;;d them.
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The theatre ms what the people ma.de it, T-ie puMic loved itself,
and naturally v/ished to see itself - its taverns, its streets,
its domestic affairs - represented on the stage. The actors, "being,
at first, all amateurs, v/e^re taken from all ranks of society and
gave a true interpretation of society, its good and oad qualities.
They possessed a passion for their pastime and a sincerity which
would "be hard to find among modern actors.
The theatre was more important, politically and socially,
in the Lliddle Ages than it has ever "been since then. The stage v/as
the center of public life. ITow acting is th.e profession of compar-
atively few; then, it ms the avocation of many, ITow, the theatre
is one of many amusements; then
,
it was the sole amusement. The
plays, much longer than any of ours today, were looked forward to as
the one hright spot in an otherv/ise dull life.
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